
 

 

 

Neon Jungle Hat 

 

Materials: 

-6 skeins of SMC Boston, 1 each of colors: #136- Neon Pink, #122- Neon Orange, #121- Neon Gelb, 

#171- Neon Grün, #152 Iris, #47- Lavendel. *If you are making the Neon Jungle Cowl, the hat uses the 

leftovers from that so you can knit both items from one skein of each color. 

-US 10.5- 16” Circular Needle 

-US 10.5 DPNs 

-1 stitch marker 

-Tapestry needle 

 

Sizes: 

One Size- Fits a 19”-22” head circumference 

 

Gauge: 

13 sts = 4” in pattern 

 

Abbreviations: 

k- knit 

p- purl 

ssk- slip, slip, knit 

sk2p- slip 1 stitch, knit 2 together, pass the slipped stitch over 

rnd- round 

Sts- stitches 



 

 

Directions: 

-With pink color co 60 sts with circular needle. 

-Place marker and join for knitting in the round. 

-Rnd 1: *k1, p1; repeat from * to end of round. 

-Rnd 2: knit 

 

*repeat rnds 1 and 2 until piece measures 1.5” or about 8 rounds of the pattern 

 

-Work all 6 colors in pattern for 1.5” each using the following color order, joining each new color at 

the beginning of the round: 

 -Neon Pink 

 -Neon Orange 

 -Neon Gelb 

 -Neon Grün  

 -Iris 

 -Lavendel 

-When you get to the Lavendel/Purple section knit 4 rounds in the pattern then begin decrease rounds 

as follows: 

 -Rnd 1: *ssk; repeat from * to end of rnd (30 sts) 

 -Rnd 2: knit  

 -Rnd 3: *ssk; repeat from * to end of rnd (15 sts) 

 -Rnd 4: *sk2p; repeat from * to end of rnd (5 sts) 

-Cut yarn leaving a 6” tail and using a darning needle pull through remaining 5 sts.  

-Run thread into inside of hat, tie off and weave in all ends. 

-If desired, make a pom pom using remaining strands of all 6 colors and attach at the top of the hat. 


